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Target-skyrmions and skyrmion clusters in nanowires of chiral magnets
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Abstract. In bulk non-centrosymmetric magnets the chiral Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya exchange stabilizes tubular
skyrmions with a reversed magnetization in their centers. While the double-twist is favorable in the center of
a skyrmion, it gives rise to an excess of the energy density at the outskirt. Therefore, magnetic anisotropies
are required to make skyrmions more favorable than the conical spiral in bulk materials. Using Monte Carlo
simulations, we show that in magnetic nanowires unusual skyrmions with a doubly twisted core and a number
of concentric helicoidal undulations (target-skyrmions) are thermodynamically stable even in absence of singleion anisotropies. Such skyrmions are free of magnetic charges and carry a non-integer skyrmion charge s. This
state competes with clusters of s = 1 skyrmions. For very small radii, the target-skyrmion transforms into a
skyrmion with s < 1, that resembles the vortex-like state stabilized by surface-induced anisotropies.

1 Introduction.
In
non-centrosymmetric
magnetic
systems,
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions (DMI) [1] stabilize two-dimensional chiral modulations (skyrmions)
[2, 3]. Squeezed into the spots of nanometer scale,
skyrmions have perspectives to be used in a completely
new generation of spintronic and data storage devices
where the skyrmionic units may be created, manipulated,
and eventually driven together to form versatile magnetic patterns [4, 5]. The chiral skyrmions are smooth,
topological, and static spin textures. Therefore, they may
have advantages for applications over other axisymmetric
two-dimensional magnetization distributions like magnetic bubble domains [6] or vortices appearing in the
magnetic nanodots due to the dipole-dipole interactions
[7]. However, because of unfavourable energetics (the
double-twist is favorable only in the center of a skyrmion
and gives rise to an excess of the energy density at the
outskirt [8]) in many bulk chiral magnets skyrmionic
states usually exist as metastable states screened by
lower-energy helical and conical phases. As a result the
existence regions of multidimensional modulations are
restricted to a close vicinity of the ordering temperatures
(e.g. precursor eﬀects in cubic helimagnets [9]).
In the conﬁned artiﬁcial systems on the contrary, the
existence area of skyrmionic states may be essentially extended due to surface induced interactions [10] producing additional stabilization eﬀects for chiral skyrmions
[4, 11]. Recently, chiral skyrmions have been visualized by Lorentz microscopy in nanolayers of FeGe and
Fe0.5 Co0.5 Si [12] in a broad range of magnetic ﬁelds and
temperatures far below the precursor regions. Remarka e-mail: a.leonov@rug.nl

Figure 1. (Color online) Energy densities ΔE (in dimensionless units according to Eq. (3)) counted from the energy density of the homogeneous state (a) and the edge angles θ0 (b) of
the (±)-targets (red and blue curves, correspondingly) versus the
nanowire radius Rn for h = 0.2, ku = 0. Insets show the structure of target-skyrmions. Dotted, dash-and-dot, and dashed lines
show the energy densities of skyrmion lattice, conical, and spiral
states in a bulk helimagnet, correspondingly. R0 is the radius of
the central skyrmion. (c) Energy density of a (+)-target in dependence on the initial derivative (dθ/dρ)ρ=0 = α.

ably, high-symmetry nanostructured objects (like magnetic nanowires [13], nanodisks [14], or nanorings) provide not only the stabilization eﬀect of surfaces on the
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skyrmion states in a nanoobject cross-section, but also
introduce the problem of "skyrmion packing", i.e. the
surface area of the cross-section deﬁnes the number of
skyrmions in the cluster and their characteristic sizes. The
same eﬀect has been recently proposed for skyrmions that
lie in the plane of the MnSi-ﬁlm [15]. Inspite of the larger
energy due to the non-equilibrium skyrmion radii, coexistence of the skyrmion cluster with edge states in magnetic
nanowires makes it energetically favourable in comparison
with the conical phase even without additional energy contributions. In the present paper using Monte Carlo simulations [4], we investigate ﬁeld evolution of skyrmion clusters for diﬀerent nanowire radii.
We also show that the conﬁned cylindrical geometry opens up the perspectives to create chiral magnetic conﬁgurations that do not exist in bulk materials,
namely, skyrmions with a doubly-twisted core and a number of concentric helicoidal undulations. Such "targetskyrmions" are free of magnetic charges and, since the
angle describing the direction of magnetization at the surface depends on the radius of the nanowire and an applied
magnetic ﬁeld, they carry a non-integer skyrmion charge
(see inset on the right side of Fig. 1). We determine the
equilibrium parameters of target-skyrmions as functions of
applied ﬁelds, nanowire’s radii, and values of surface and
volume uniaxial anisotropies. For very small radii or for
a strong applied ﬁeld, the target-skyrmion transforms into
a skyrmion with s < 1 (see inset on the left side of Fig.
1). We also investigate the competition of this state with
clusters of spatially separated s = 1 skyrmions (Fig. 3).

2 Phenomenological model.
In many practically important cases the magnetic energy
of nanosystems can be simpliﬁed by representing it in a
sum of the volume (wv [M(r)]) and surface (ws ([M(r)))
contributions:


W=
wv dr +
ws dr .
(1)
V

S

Then the equilibrium distributions of the magnetization
M(r) are derived by solving the Euler equations for the
volume functional wv [M] with the boundary conditions
imposed by surface energy ws [M] (see e.g. [6]). In this
paper we solve such a problem for a nanowire with the circular cross-section in the xy-plane and inﬁnitely extended
into z-direction. We consider a simpliﬁed model of a chiral
ferromagnet with the volume energy density
wv [M] = A(∇m)2 + D m · ∇ × m − H · M − Ku (m · a)2 , (2)
where A is a stiﬀness constant, D is a Dzyaloshinskii constant, H is the applied magnetic ﬁeld aligned along the
nanowire axis, m = M/M s is the unity vector along the
magnetization (M s = |M|), Ku > 0 is the constant of
volume uniaxial anisotropy, unity vector a deﬁnes "easy"
anisotropy direction.

Figure 2. (Color online) Edge angles θ0 (a) and mz -components
(b) in (+)-targets (red curves) and (-)-targets (blue lines) depending on the applied magnetic ﬁeld h for the ﬁxed value of the
uniaxial anisotropy, ku = 0.1, and nanowire radius, Rn = 23.
Inset demonstrates the variation of the radius R0 of the central
skyrmion. (c) and (d) show angular proﬁles θ(ρ) in (±)-targets for
each ﬁeld interval. Contour plots in (e) show mz -component in
(+)-targets with two rings (ﬁrst panel), one ring (second panel),
and without rings (third panel) of the negative magnetization mz ,
i.e. continuous unwinding of the target-skyrmion. (f) corresponding distributions of the energy density ε (Eq. (3)).

3 Target-skyrmions.
To describe target-skyrmions in a nanowire of radius Rn ,
we consider axisymmetric distributions of the magnetization and express the magnetization vector m in terms of
spherical coordinates, m = (sin θ cos ψ; sin θ sin ψ; cos θ),
and the spatial variables in cylindrical coordinates, r =
(r cos ϕ; r sin ϕ; z). The target-skyrmions are characterized
by the magnetization direction in the center, r = 0, along
the ﬁeld (θ(0) = 0, (+)-targets) or opposite to the ﬁeld
(θ(0) = π, (-)-targets), and by the varying angle θ0 at the
surface of a nanowire (Fig. 1). By substituting the solution
for ψ = ϕ + π/2 into Eq. (2) and integrating with respect
to ϕ the energy density of target-skyrmions can be reduced
 Rn
to the following form E = (2/R2n ) 0 ε(ρ)ρdρ, where
2
ε(ρ) = θρρ
+

sin2 θ
sin(2θ)
− ku cos2 θ − h cos θ + θρ +
, (3)
2ρ
ρ2

and non-dimensional ﬁeld h = HM s A/D2 , anisotropy ku =
Ku A/D2 , and coordinate ρ = rD/A have been introduced,
θρρ = d2 θ/dρ2 , θρ = dθ/dρ.
First, we consider magnetic nanowires without any
constrained conditions at the edge. By solving an auxiliary Cauchy problem with initial conditions θ(0) =
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0, π, (dθ/dρ)ρ=0 = α [14], one ﬁnds that in the applied
magnetic ﬁeld the energy density has several minima for
particular values of α satisfying the natural boundary conditions, (dθ/dρ)ρ=Rn = 0.5 [16]. Fig. 1 (c) has been plotted
as an example for θ(0) = 0. Solutions for target-skyrmions
in the minima diﬀer by 2π of the edge angle θ0 and are energetically degenerate for particular values of the nanowire
radii (i.e. at cusp points of energy densities of Fig. 1 (a)
corresponding to jumps of θ0 in Fig. 1 (b)). In general, the
nanowire radius Rn allows the number of rings in the target (i.e. skyrmion number s) and the radius of the central
skyrmion R0 to vary and makes energetically favourable
either (+)- or (-)-targets (blue and red curves in Fig. 1 (a))
for a ﬁxed values of the ﬁeld and anisotropy constant. In
Fig. 1 (a) plotted for h = 0.2, ku = 0 the energy of (±)targets is the lowest for a wide range of radii as compared
with the conical phase (ΔE = (−1+2h+4ku )/(−4+16ku )),
helicoid, and skyrmion lattice in the bulk materials.
In an applied magnetic ﬁeld any (+)-target may be unwound into homogeneously magnetized state (red lines in
Fig. 2 (a), (b)). Such a process is accompanied by the
jumps of the edge angle θ0 (Fig. 2 (a)) and the magnetization mz in the magnetization curves (Fig. 2 (b)), which
are the result of the successive disappearance of the spiral rings in the (+)-targets. Note, that in the ﬁeld h(A1 )
the jump occurs from the negative value of the magnetization mz (target-skyrmion has two rings with the negative
mz -component, Fig. 2 (e), h = 0) to the positive one (one
ring, Fig. 2 (e), h = 0.20). For h > h(A2 ) only targetskyrmion with s < 1 can exist (Fig. 2 (e), h = 0.25),
which transform into the fully magnetized homogeneous
state in very large magnetic ﬁelds. The reason for this is
the ring of the negative energy density due to the deﬂection of the magnetization (Fig. 2 (f), h = 0.25), which
surrounds the disc with the energy density as in a homogeneous state. (−)-target in the applied magnetic ﬁeld (blue
lines in Fig. 2 (a), (b)) may be unwound up to the single
skyrmion with s = 1 in the center of a nanowire. For both
target-skyrmions the radius R0 of the central skyrmion (see
inset of Fig. 2 (a),(b) also changes discontinuously as contrasted to the gradual increase of the skyrmion radius in
the hexagonal lattice of bulk materials [2, 4, 11]. Angular
proﬁles θ(ρ) for (±)-targets (Fig. 2 (c), (d)) with broadened
parts along the applied magnetic ﬁeld show the solutions
in each ﬁeld interval.

4 Clusters of skyrmions in a nanowire
cross-section.
Clusters of spatially separated (s = 1)- skyrmions may become thermodynamically stable for some Rn and ku . As an
example in Fig. 3 (a), the energy densities of (±)-targets
(blue and red lines) for ﬁxed values of the ﬁeld h = 0.2 and
uniaxial anisotropy ku = 0.1 have been plotted together
with the energy densities of skyrmion clusters composed
from two, three, and four skyrmions. These data show
the energy advantage of skyrmion clusters for nanowire
radii larger than some critical value: for h = 0.2, ku = 0.1
the critical radius is Rn = 17.9 (point C in Fig. 3 (a)).

Figure 3. (Color online) (a) Energy densities ΔE with respect
to the homogeneous state of (±)-targets (red and blue curves)
and skyrmion clusters composed from two (triangles), three
(squares), and four (circles) skyrmions for h = 0.2, ku = 0.1.
Contour plots in (b) and (c) show mz -component in the skyrmion
clusters and corresponding distributions of the energy density ε.

The data also indicate that the system may be degenerate with diﬀerent skyrmion numbers at some certain points
C1 and C2 . For Rn < Rn (C1 ) a two-skyrmion cluster has
the lowest energy and is replaced by the three-skyrmion
cluster in the interval Rn (C1 ) < Rn < Rn (C2 ) and by the
four-skyrmion cluster for Rn > Rn (C2 ). Radii of single
skyrmions in the clusters do not coincide with those in the
skyrmion lattice of bulk materials which is known to lead
to an increase of their energy density [2, 4, 11]. However,
coexistence of skyrmion clusters with the edge states, like
those with the deﬂected magnetization shown in Fig. 2 (e)
for h = 0.25, lowers the cluster energy (the energy density
of the skyrmion lattice in the bulk materials for the same
values of h and ku is ΔE = −0.045). Fig. 3 (c) shows
distributions of energy density in all clusters with negative
energy contributions from the nanowire edge. Fig. 3 (b)
shows contour plots of mz -components of the magnetization in the clusters. Edge states still keep the clusters free
of magnetic charges, since the magnetization is parallel to
the nanowire surface.
The system may also become degenerate in magnetic
ﬁelds. Fig. 4 (a) shows energy densities of skyrmion clusters for Rn = 20, ku = 0 with the four-skyrmion cluster
having the minimal energy for h < h(D1 ), three-skyrmion
cluster - for h(D1 ) < h < h(D2 ), and two-skyrmion
cluster - for h(D2 ) < h. Such a discrete change of the
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tex states in magnetic nanowires and nanotubes have been
developed in Refs. [4, 17].

5 Conclusions.

Figure 4. (Color online) Energy densities ΔE (a) and mz component (b) of skyrmion clusters and conical phase (orange
line) in dependence on the applied magnetic ﬁeld h for the ﬁxed
nanowire radius Rn = 20 and ku = 0. (c) and (d) show contour plots of mz -component and energy density ε (Eq. (3)) in the
skyrmion clusters for diﬀerent values of the ﬁeld.

skyrmion number is related to the repulsive interaction between skyrmions. Having no possibility to change the lattice period continuously as in the bulk materials [2, 4, 11],
skyrmions in clusters are "squeezed" by their interactions.
The edge state with the negative energy density, however,
may prevent a continuous deformation of the skyrmions
by keeping the skyrmion number constant. In a strong
magnetic ﬁeld skyrmions become very localized (Fig. 4).
Their coexistence with the edge state makes the critical
ﬁeld, where skyrmions disappear, much larger than the
corresponding saturation ﬁeld for the bulk. In low ﬁelds
the skyrmions undergo elliptical transformation and may
elongate into spiral states. Note that the conical phase (the
orange line in Fig. 4 (a)) within the isotropic model has
the lowest energy only for low magnetic ﬁelds, that is the
eﬀect of "skyrmion packing" and coexistence with edge
states make skyrmion clusters thermodynamically stable.
Target-skyrmions with a skyrmion number s < 1 may
be also stabilized by the induced magnetic anisotropy from
lateral surfaces [17] even without DMI. Reduced coordination number at the surfaces causes surface anisotropy as
known for planar surfaces and ultrathin ﬁlms [18]. For
nanowires, these eﬀects may become very prominent and
can be ampliﬁed by the curved surface structure. The surface contribution in Eq. (1) may be written as ws [M] =
−K s cos2 θ, where K s is the constant of surface-induced
uniaxial anisotropy. According to depth-resolving experimental techniques the surface-induced interactions may
spread into the depth of the magnetic nanosystems [19]
(i.e. giving the contribution to wv [M] in Eq. (1)) and
favours magnetization orientations either perpendicular or
parallel to the surface. Phenomenological theory of vor-

Using micromagnetic approach and Monte-Carlo simulations for a basic micromagnetic Dzyaloshinskii model of
cylindrical nanowires, we analyze the internal structure
and competition of target-skyrmions and skyrmion clusters. Clusters of few (s = 1)- skyrmions with two degenerate characteristic sizes form a global energy minimum
only for a nanowire radius exceeding some critical value.
In wires with smaller radii the ground-states are targetskyrmions with s < 1, which resemble vortices stabilized
by the surface-induced uniaxial anisotropy. In the applied
magnetic ﬁeld target-skyrmions may be unwound into homogeneous state, skyrmion clusters continuously decrease
their skyrmion number.
The authors are thankful to S. Blügel, A. Bogdanov,
T. Monchesky for useful discussions. This study was supported by the Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der
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